
 

Guillermou

HOW SAFE ARE COVID-19 VACCINES? The article will be divided into the following sections: -----

-1)Hearing from scientists, doctors, and nurses -----2)Hearing from the vaccine injured -----3)How

common are harms from COVID-19 vaccines? ------4)Studies showing harms from COVID-19 vaccines

5)How are so many harms possible? ------6)mRNA vaccine technology is not mature -------7)Can the

pharmaceutical industry and their regulators be trusted? ------8)The reality of science and “consensus” ----

--9)Why don’t we hear about this in the media? -------10)Where to get better information

joomi.substack.com/p/how-safe-are-covid-19-vaccines?utm_source=post-em..  (02/03/2024).

In a review published December 26, 2023 in Vaccine, researchers found that non-live vaccines such as

in�uenza, COVID-19, hepatitis B, and diphtheria, tetanus, and pertussis (DTaP) tend to cause side effects.

non-speci�c adverse events (ENE). , increasing a person's risks of all-cause mortality and infections from

other diseases. The Vaccine study highlighted the DTaP, in�uenza, malaria, hepatitis B, and COVID-19

mRNA vaccines. www.theepochtimes.com/health/vaccines-can-impact-long-term-survival-fr..

 (01/18/2024)
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Guillermou

En una entrevista con Tanya Gaw de Action Canada, McCullough analiz los riesgos que las personas

"vacunadas" contra Covid representan para los "no vacunados". En pocas palabras, compar la situacin

con la de los no fumadores que inhalan el humo de segunda mano de los fumadores. Tambin hay otro

estudio mdico reciente que McCullough llam "el ms inquietante" que muestra que los venenos de

ARNm pueden transferirse de la leche materna a los bebs. Al principio de la "pandemia", McCullough

aconsej que las personas no vacunadas deberan esperar al menos un mes antes de entrar en

contacto cercano con alguien que haya recibido la vacuna contra la gripe de Fauci.

Ahora lo ha aumentado a 90 das o ms. rairfoundation.com/dr-peter-mccullough-warns-covid-

vaccinated-people-a..  (2022).-- hal.science/hal-03891682  (2022).---

www.tmrjournals.com/public/articlePDF/20221114/483e983160eb24f1ef94bdd..  (2022).----------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------COVID VACCINE SHEDDING IS REAL,’ FDA AND

PFIZER DOCUMENTS ARE PROOF: CLINICIANS All gene therapy products pose a risk of shedding,

according to the FDA.

In a 2015 document titled Design and Analysis of Shedding Studies for Virus or Bacteria-Based Gene

Therapy and Oncolytic Products, the FDA de�nes shedding as “the release of [viral or bacterial gene

therapy products] ... from the patient through one or all of the following ways: excreta (feces); secreta

(urine, saliva, nasopharyngeal �uids etc.); or through the skin (pustules, sores, wounds).”

www.theepochtimes.com/health/covid-vaccine-shedding-is-real-fda-and-pf..  (02/17/2024)
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ICONOCLAST

Just one thing in this article that might not be correct. NICOTINE ADDICTIVE See Mike Adams

interview with Bryan Ardis on BRIGHTEON.
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jen3070

While this article (and others from this contributor) are fantastic and thorough and level-headed, there is

one thing I �nd very concerning! It is stated repeatedly that if you don't react noticeably, you're probably

�ne and don't need to be worried about shedding. But what if those who are reacting noticeably now are

merely the more sensitive "canaries in the coal mine" that should serve as a warning to all of us about a

very real danger? In other words, shedding could be a risk and possibly cause serious adverse effects

years later for EVERYONE, just some people are experiencing it more immediately.

Maybe the risk to everyone long-term is real and we need to �gure out how to neutralize that if possible.

Like getting out of the coal mine before it's too late. It could be argued, I suppose, that shedding

sensitivity might be like allergies (pollen is a problem for some people, but for others it's not a problem nor

is it a long-term health risk). However, I don't think these reactions are simply like allergies, it seems more

like reacting to toxins, which could affect everyone in the long term (like a poison to which no one is

immune).
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Ronald_H

Insightful! It is genetic modi�cation ... "as in the days of Noah."
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catlover13

The problem is not just shedding from those who have taken the COVID jabs. There is evidence now that

the same contents of the jabs are being distributed via air, food, water and other pharmaceuticals. See the

microscopy work of Dr. Ana Mihalcea and her colleagues. It's not just biological toxins being found in the

blood of jabbed and unjabbed alike, it's nanotechnology, which is even worse than biologicals. Since the

puppetmasters failed at getting everyone to accept the chips, they put them in the jabs in miniature form.
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radarphos

I start my 5th year of 9-hr daily study of all things Covid. I have renamed for myself what was called-

Covid-19 as: Covid-P�zer, Covid-Moderna, and Covid-Bio-N-Tech (as the 3 main similarly constructed

American (most received) bio-hazards--the shots. I was an earth-science guy in college; not a bio or chem

guy, so I am at a loss in this whole subject; but some of the MD/PhD researchers talk with "dummies like

me" using analogies; and that helps me talk with others, like me (that also are most Americans). Dr. AMD

suggested in a recent article that exosomes can be shed; and that 1 study reported that. PhD Jessica

Rose (I think) once described exosomes (with an analogy) as being likened to "tiny bubbles" shot out from

call that sends out signals.

So I decided in my head that each exosome contains an (analogized) SCREAM OF HELP, HELP ME, HELP!

Why did I do that? Because I am trying to co-relate what people do "outside of their body in the

environment (at times when they feel "danger" with what can go on inside the body when a cell is sick). So

as I read Dr. AMD's talk in an early shedding article on exosomes, I started thinking: "How might my body

respond that inhales exosomes from an infected acquaintance --(affected with 3+ or more times

inoculation with Covid-P�zer)?

I would guess that even though I am unvaccinated, my body might react to someone elses' exosomes

inhaled by me, as if I was infected. It would be a clue to me that my acquaintance is very sick ON A

CELLULAR LEVEL and regardless of whether he felt sick at the moment he was shedding exosomes when

we talked two feet apart. Maybe that would be an important group-population survival phenomena;

because if I know he is sick (because I am getting sick), then maybe if I know how to get well, I need to tell

him (whatever I think I know). Many mothers can tell when their is something wrong with little children. So

why not?
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avk1974

Twice when I got COVID (and a suspected third time), my period turned gelatinous. For years and years

I've used a menstrual cup/disc and I know exactly how periods and �ow go and what I should see (or not).

Basically the �ow would slow so much due to the gelatinized of the blood. I would dump it and it would be

like jello. It was not blood clots like some people say oh maybe it was just a clot. Not, this was a viscous

substance. When I had COVID really strongly the �rst time, it got so thick that the period stopped after two

days I believe, a day of completely nothing, then restarted, then stopped (I mean so stopped you could

have worn no protection and white pants), then suddenly restart.

It went on for a long time like maybe even 8-10 days? And what's weird is this has happened to my sister

and my cousin (who is a Dr) after they had covid. The worst of it was with the bad bout of c virus, but

lesser infections have had it to a lesser extent (ie maybe just a really gelatinous �ow, but no stopping on

and off). The �rst time and maybe the second it lasted 2-3 cycles before it disappeared. Also, my friend is

having lymph nodes enlargement issues and a hoarse sounding voice and often she will complain after

seeing patients. Most of her practice chose to get v but she is not. I told her maybe it is this shedding

phenomenon!
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kit4410

what's the best way to treat symptoms from shedding, i beieve I developed tinnitus after a visit from my

brother and his wife, both jabbed. I curretnly take natokinase but still have the tinnitus, any other

suggestions?
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fanofjesus

that's interesting. I developed tinnitus last summer--somewhat mysteriously, but I must now consider

that someone I had been around that was vaxxed may have shed on me! I too take Nattokinase, and

also GABA--I've read that it's also helpful for tinnitus. though I've been taking that too for a while

without much change. I also do hydrogen peroxide drops in my ears; that seems to make a difference,

maybe cuz it's removing excess wax and other cadada.
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usi5528

After receiving three P�zer Covid vaccine shots in 2021, I developed a range of symptoms, many of which

I have seen referred to as "long-Covid." Some shortness of breath, morning throat (not lung) congestion,

disorientation especially visual impairment, extreme weakness in my very strong legs, and loss of

heartbeat. . . .8-10/minute. When I returned from a week-long business trip I became dizzy and was

admitted to the hospital. After 12 hours of "observation," I experienced total heart failure for 17 seconds

resulting in emergency surgery for pacemaker implantation. I had no previous heart issues. I had a TAVR

(Aortic valve replacement) on 2/1/23, and I seem to have positive heart results. However, my visual and

mental disorientation are worsening and my leg strength is almost gone. I walk like a drunk. I continue to

search for a research project looking into the causes(s) of these symptoms and possible therapies. All

suggestions are welcome. My email address is usinvest@aol.com
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fanofjesus

Hi- I sent you an email offering info--from "seasideroses" (could go into spam folder)
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JudyCharl

I highly recommend The Forgotten Side of Medicine substack! A wealth of information, easy to

comprehend for those of us who are not in the medical �eld
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anamcara

Are there any de�nitive tests to know if one’s been shed upon? I am fairly certain I had been on at least

two occasions but honestly it’s di�cult to know. I recently had a bioresonance session where any V issues

were scanned for (I’ve not had the V’s directly) and the result showed no exposure consequences. I trust

bioresonance as a good diagnostic too but would like to have something to con�rm it. Or do we just follow

a detox protocol and assume it will clear any nasties if they are there?
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Eevee

As for the cleaning aspect, we were told (in the UK, from government and gov health info, on posters, on

tv, radio etc..) during the pandemic that the virus was not a strong virus and that ordinary soap and water

would kill it on surfaces, skin etc...so would this still not be the case, rather than use toxic cleaners, use a

good soap and lather well. Off topic but hopefully to cheer everyone up...look at the intricate work gone

into this lovely new Hindu Temple... www.thenationalnews.com/uae/heritage/2024/02/14/abu-dhabi-

hindu-temple..
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aneleaa

Thank you so much! God bless you all for your heroism!
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juststeve

The smoking guns? "Yet, in all the articles refuting the DNA alternation hypothesis, none of that data was

ever shared and instead we simply received logical arguments with no data behind them." Pretty much

from day one, word salads, mix master mumbo jumbo word play, word games. Known on the street; If you

can't dazzle them with Brillance, ba�ed them with Bull Spit.
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Guillermou

Yes Just, the media and the vaccine industry love to accuse all natural health advocates of spreading

"misinformation" about vaccines, which they claim has created all this "vaccine hesitancy" that It has a

large part of the United States population saying no to the Covid blows. The main fake news

spokesperson for all things Covid, under the umbrella of the medical tyranny of Fauci, the CDC and the

CCP, is Dr. Leana Wen, who is involved in the most insidious disinformation campaign ever, without

nothing scienti�c.

Dr. Wen's misinformation about vaccines and Covid can be eliminated by requiring her to specify the

sources of her wild claims. Wen have a lot of in�uence and the ability to distort the memory of the

general public, and this misinformation can serve to contaminate that memory. We've seen the

science testing masks, social distancing, and now the Covid vaccines don't work and are damaging

people's immune systems. thenationalpulse.com/breaking/use-freedom-as-carrot-to-force-vaccine/
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mercola_reader

It is proven integrated in the microbioom off our gut. I think it is also possible in bacteria in nature for

example. So the bacteria become a producer from spikes.
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mercola_reader

What always surprises me is that we only talk about people and spikes. We *** them, we pee them, we spit

them, we breathe them out and release them into nature. Has anyone ever investigated what effect this

has on ALL living things in this world? The possible mutations after generations in these living beings?

Viruses, bacteria, �sh, mammals and so on.
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airsurfer

Not a bad idea MR, but I think it just dissolves or gets dissolved/broken down. After all it's just a

protein. A manufactured one yes, not native to the human body but like all other proteins not

impervious to nature's dealing with it. Nature is already targeted by so many other extremely harmful

substances and energies, I don't think it was part of the plan to sicken nature through the human body.

Nature is very strong and resilient, hence the big effort to poison it. EMF is probably the biggest killer

because nobody (unless underground species) can escape it.

Toxic substances repell through smell, taste, etc and get dealt with by nature's best effort. Everything

is a manifestation of the environment and resonances, so life �nds a way. But would nature be willing

to adapt to an unnatural source of EMFs with the risk of it being turned off at any time (meaning death

or illness) ? Because once adapted it is dependent. Just like everything is dependent on the

constellation of natural radiations of earth/universe/everything.
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Boomeree

What is left out of this discussion is that the unvaccinated practice holistic healthcare. I use

Orthomolecular healthcare, meaning I take a wide-range of high dose organic vitamins and minerals to

maintain sound health and a strong immune system. The shedding from the mRNA vaccines have to be

either the spike protein or the dangerous arti�cial chemicals that have been used in traditional vaccines

going back to at least 1950. I reacted so badly to my initial vaccine that the pediatrician said it was the

worse vaccine negative reaction he had ever seen. My family was living in one of the suburbs of Chicago,

and various doctors examined me including several allergists who pronounced that I was allergic to the

vaccine which caused the autoimmune condition called Asthma.

Years later I began taking high dose organic vitamins and minerals which detoxed me from about 90% of

the Asthma leaving me with allergies to dog and cat dander, roses and most other �owers, and penicillin

and every other drug and vaccine I was prescribed. So depending on what each shedding victims'

healthcare routine is, whether mainstream or alternative, could be the difference here between whether or

not shedding affects them.
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Ronald_H

Regarding this part: "We believe it is critical to not publicly espouse divisive ideas (e.g., "PureBloods" vs.

those who were vaccinated) that prevent the public from coming together and helping everyone." This is

ironically from one of the most censored and attacked websites for presentations of truth. Well, it is

divisive and agreeing to not discuss that is to ignore reality and what can be done to prevent perpetrating

the evil hoax by Luciferian globalists intent upon greatly reducing world population be it by biological

warfare, destruction of economies, creating shortages in the world food supply under guise of alarmist

environmental lies, etcetera.

Understanding and speaking truth is "helping everyone." How can we live with the problem? That is an

erroneous theme. Voters are voting for their own demise and will succeed. Likewise, inordinate religious

misplaced faith and trust in governments to choose to get biological warfare injections is exercising

choice for their own demise and they are succeeding.

Their religious doctrine is they will look to government to save them. Me saying so isn't being unkind as

reality must be considered in choices. My focus is political activism to prevent evil agendas, yet, taking my

own advice of recognition of realities, I'm also very prepared that we fail at that as I say to those who

prepare: "IF you can't outvote them, then prepare to outlive them for they vote for their own demise and the

future belongs to the survivors and their progeny." "Pure blood?" That sounds to be crafted to be

disparaging to disude from such a claim, but for me it's reality, so I'll take it!

Is it really being kind to withhold truth? A true friend won't. Proudly "Pure blood" and a good decision

maker for my future family. It should be a feature on my dating website page for single young ladies

wanting the best for her future children to have extraordinary advantages to survive and thrive in the harsh

times to come until such sense is the majority
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ZTFZTF

I believe what the author means is that due to the fact that the satanic bioweapon sheds, none of us

are 'Pure Bloods' anymore. Even those of us who chose not to take the vaxx are probably at least

partially contaminated. - Truly an atrocity...
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Ronald_H

ZTFZTF, you might be mostly correct. My other post to this article addresses that ... " ... as in the days

of Noah." The evil was corruption of genetics of our Creator's design. There will be survival challenges.

 There seems to be about 5% of the population who have immune systems that prevail over even the

worst of biological warfare. Perhaps the future belongs to them and their progeny. I haven't had a cold

nor �u for 36 years.
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pth888

Ronald_H, I share your sentiment, but using words like “PureBlood” stinks of Nazi supremacy! How

about “CleanBlood” or “UnpollutedBlood” ? At least that implies unaffected “blood” by satanic

bioweapons manipulation. BTW, I don’t agree with the MidWest doctor that we should not fear

shedding. Anybody who has read RFK Juniors’s book The Wuhan Cover-Up ought by be scared stiff by

what these ba$$$tards have developed in their labs! Viruses or pathogens that can kill 60 to 100% of

the infected, the Fauci “engineer doomsday” as RFK Junior calls it on page 123 — Good grief! As RFK

Juniors’s book clearly demonstrates, the saddest part of the whole devilish bioweapons reasearch

since the 1918 Spanish Flu is the total moral and ethical failure — not only of captured academia, but

of capitalism/investors, media, politicians, pharma-medical systems, including the corrupt medical

publishing like the who$$$res at Lancet, BMJ, Elsevier (Elzevir — see details

en.wikipedia.org/.../Elsevier  — en.wikipedia.org/.../Lodewijk_Elzevir  ) Is it just a coincidence that

Fauci’s Little Demon (as RFK Junior calls Fauci’s �rst great “accomplishment”) was engineered in

Holland with US money?

But the saddest part of the story is the total failure of ALL religions — and I mean not only the largest

Catholic religion, but pretty much all Christians, Judaism (except Dr. Zelenko), Islam, Hinduism, etc.

All of them went along and still go-along with this satanic agenda! Why would this ugly old hag

“Hungarian spy”, as Dr. Malone called this traitor to humanity, Kariko, an atheist, be now elevated by so

the called “pope” the WEF “Globalist Francis” to the most prestigious Catholic scienti�c position in

Vatican ??? See www.catholicnewsagency.com/news/256810/pope-names-biochemist-who-contr..
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pth888

ZTFZTF, sadly, you may be correct, using this self-spreading mechanism of shedding, or whatever

bioweapon technology these evil criminals are using, we will all be “SatanicallyPollutedBlood” unless

we can somehow effectively remove the DemonSpike from our “blood”!
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Ronald_H

PTH, regarding: ""Pure blood?" That sounds to be crafted to be disparaging to disude from such a

claim, but for me it's reality, so I'll take it!" Yes, as I said: "crafted to be disparaging." You are right. They

also call me an extremist! Of course, I'm an extremist as anything done well is by de�nition extreme.

Let's take back language. I'm extreme when I cross the �nish line near �rst in hundred mile races.

Some will say even being in a hundred mile race is extreme.

We need to take back language and not let the Luciferian communists be arbitrators of new language

and de�nition changes! We participate in corruption of language by accepting their assumptions of

power to change language. How do they have that power? Who gave it to them? We did by our default,

acceptance and using it ourselves! We also participate in their ploy for control by avoiding the names

they call us. Was Obama elected by people attempting to prove they aren't "racist?" They are still

called racist.

My intent was to not be weak and manlipulated by the Luciferian communist's crafting of terms to

show others strength by example. I'm also an advocate of us choosing the words we use and not by

default with the words "they" choose for us as doing so is accepting their premises before we even

complete a sentence. Even in this article, among the comments, is their absurd term: "vaccine

hesitancy." As I've stated before in posts, "vaccine hesitancy" is an absurd understatement.

I'm not "hesitant" to jump off a cliff ... wait, bad example as I do ski off cliffs. Rather I view the vaccine

threat to life as deadly and in every State of the United States, self defense is justi�cation to use

deadly force, so we aren't talking "hesitant" as in I'll get around to it later or I need convincing or it's not

popular among my social circles. Rather it is a matter of life and death. Call me "quite adverse,"

actually extremely, to Luciferian globalist inspired population reduction and hesitant is neutral.
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